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Abstracts

Introduction:

One of the new and the fastest spreading crime is identity theft in this kind of theft the

criminal gains the information of a person secretly in order to use it personally.

It is defined as the type of fraud that includes stealing of personal information like user

name, password, bank information and credit card information.

It is the loss of personal data.

There are many sophisticated techniques for identity theft.

It involves theft of mail and pretending someone else by showing him that person

(victim) to gain access to assets and personal info (Hoar, 2001).

Identity theft is not a new theft it is old method in which someone pretend himself to be

the owner and by fraud gains access to the credit card numbers and insurance number.

By fraudulent activities identity information is stolen.

Internet is the one technology that is facilitating the criminals resulting in the personal

and financial loss.

In many cases it is observed that the victim face many difficulty in gaining its credit card

and proving him the original person.
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It becomes difficult for the victim to restore his original name (Cameron, 2005).

Denial of Service is one of the example that attacked many e-commerce sites of Europe

and United States.

It jacks the sites of government.Many examples are present in which the customer

information was disclosed that was very sensitive issue.

The criminals use this data to damage the relations of companies and create frustration

and inconvenience for the users of internet.

Identity theft is a very complex issue.

Companies and people need to make their personal information safe (Milne, 2003)...
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